ISAs

A

s clients discuss their investment aspirations and objectives, we

remain focused on understanding their needs, devising appropriate

Murray Asset Management offers a Stocks and Shares ISA, which
provides clients with significant investment flexibility and choice.

investment strategies and clearly communicating investment proposals
We offer clients the option to open a stand alone ISA, or alternatively

that will encompass the main investment asset classes.

open an ISA as part of the management of their wider investment
As part of our comprehensive investment management and financial

portfolio or financial planning, where we will optimise the use of the ISA

planning services, we consider ISAs to be an attractive savings vehicle

tax shelter.

given the exemptions from both Capital Gains and Income Tax,
In either case, the investments held within each ISA will be

particularly for higher rate tax payers.

appropriately managed, subject to client investment objectives, appetite
for risk, available funds and awareness of individual needs.

“What is an ISA?”
An ISA is a tax efficient shelter for savers and investors. Subject to
annually revised limits, individuals can regularly subscribe funds to

“Should I invest in an ISA?”

their ISAs.

Over and above your efforts to accumulate and grow savings and wealth
in a tax efficient manner, regular ISA subscriptions can make a valuable

These funds can now be subscribed to various types of ISA, the most

contribution to your future.

widely used being a “Cash ISA”, where interest earned remains free
from tax, and a “Stocks and shares ISA”, invested in a broad range of

While investors in ISAs do not benefit from tax relief as with pension

investments, where income or capital gains generated from the

contributions, the income generated from an ISA is exempt from Income

investments are exempt from income and capital gains tax.

Tax, unlike income from a pension fund which is taxable in the normal

While

individuals can split their annual subscriptions across all types of ISA,

way.

restrictions do apply. Please contact us for further advice.
ISAs can now be “inherited” from a Spouse or Civil Partner, and in
The benefit of making annual subscriptions to a tax efficient shelter

addition, the Murray Asset Management ISA is a “Flexible” ISA in terms

with significant investment flexibility is clear.

of the ISA Regulations, which allows investors to replace cash they have
withdrawn provided certain conditions are met.
Please contact us for full details, further advice or an application form.
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